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DELTA "T" DESIGNS FULLY FUNCTIONAL SHIPPABLE DISPLAYS 
 
 

Delta "T" Systems, global leader in engineered marine ventilation 

systems, has designed functioning tabletop product demos of its Slimline 

A-60 Rated Marine Fire Damper and Dinak modular dry stack exhausts. 

The company will ship the devices to naval architects, marine engineers 

and commercial boatbuilders for evaluation and testing. 

"Both of these products provide solutions to problems routinely 

encountered when designing a vessel," said Lynn Oien, Delta "T" Systems 

president. "We want to get these displays into the hands of key decision-

makers who may otherwise miss us at the major trade shows." The demos 

display pertinent features and benefits on their backs. Those interested in 

having one or both shipped to them should contact Delta "T" Systems. 

Available in standard and custom sizes to 46.75" x 46.75", the 

Slimline A-60 Rated Marine Fire Damper delivers absolute failsafe 

operation, yet is a mere 4.25" deep. Complying with Subchapter M, it 's 

USCG approved for use in penetrating Class A-0, A-15, A-30 and A-60 

bulkheads and decks, and is Wheelmark certified under MED. The small, 

but functional demo model plugs into any 110V wall outlet and has a 

working electric actuator, thermal tripping device and test button. 

70% lighter than welded black pipe, all-316 stainless steel Dinak 

modular engine and generator exhausts clamp together to reduce 
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installation time and associated costs. With an insulated, double-walled 

construction, it 's available in diameters from 3.15" to 31.5". The demo 

model displays a cross-section with insulation, coupling and the mounting 

system. Delta "T" Systems is the exclusive Dinak representative for North, 

Central and South America. 

Delta "T" Systems manufactures in the USA a full line of quality fire 

dampers, axial and duct fans, blowers, louvers, moisture eliminators, 

weather closures and controls. Its complete engineered marine ventilation 

systems are on recreational, commercial and naval vessels worldwide. 

Contact Delta "T" Systems, 858 W 13th Ct., Riviera Beach, FL 33404. 

561-204-1500; Fax: 561-848-1611. info@deltatsystems.com; 

www.deltatsystems.com. 


